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Our curriculum is knowledge rich and has been
developed using the curriculum map from

Primary Knowledge Curriculum combined with
subject leader expertise and elements of the
Cornerstone Curriculum to ensure the best

possible curriculum to meet the needs of all of
our pupils. This means the knowledge children
will gain has been carefully specified, ordered
coherently and builds over time. As children
work through our geography curriculum they

will know more, understand more and
remember more about the world around them.

A good geographical understanding relies on
firm foundations of knowledge and skills. The

skills our curriculum develops, like the
knowledge, are specified, ordered coherently

and progress over time. This curriculum
structure helps pupils to deepen their
understanding of physical and human

geographical processes, fostering curiosity and
fascination for the world we live in. 

Our Geography
Curriculum

Vision for
Geography
Our Geography curriculum

is exciting knowledge

based curriculum that

enables our pupils to be

curious about the area,

country, city and world

they live in. The curriculum

is designed to inspire

geographical explorers to

be fascinated in the world

and use their knowledge

and skills to play a role in

shaping its future. 
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Develop the ability to make sense of information
Observe and interpret the environment 

Develop and secure Map reading 
Understand and interpret secondary data

Communicate findings in drawings, charts and
diagrams 

Develop an awareness and understanding of distant
places and environments 

Build a framework of place knowledge
Investigate major rivers, mountains and cities
Develop an appreciation of other peoples and

cultures 
Recognise the need for a just and equitable society

Develop an understanding of spatial relationships at
a range of scales 

Undertake fieldwork, enquiries and active exploration
of the locality 

Explore landscapes, settlements and human activity
Become a global citizen with multicultural

understanding
 

Our Geography
Curriculum Will Enable

Pupils to: Intent
Geography at St Wilfrid's school aims to inspire a life
-long curiosity and fascination about the world and

those who live in it. Teaching through our knowledge
rich curriculum equips pupils with knowledge about

diverse places, people, resources and natural and
human environments, with an emphasis on children
understanding how the world is connected and that

they are part of a society. Together with a deep
understanding of the Earth’s key physical and human
processes, pupils should develop their understanding

of where they live and be able to compare to other
places. We aim to provide an engaging and inclusive

Geography curriculum that includes the relevant
subject knowledge and key disciplinary concepts set
out by the National Curriculum. We aim to develop

and nurture our pupils to be young geographers.
 
 

Implementation
Geography, as a subject, is taught using the Primary Knowledge Curriculum map subsidised with Cornerstones and subject

leader knowledge to ensure the best possible curriculum to meet the needs of all of our children. This is then enhanced with
subject specific and contextual reading materials. Geography is planned as a sequence of lessons that builds upon consistently

developing the subject’s key concepts building on the acquisition pf knowledge and skills.
 Children look at a range of concepts including:

 
 Location and Place Knowledge
Human and Physical Geography

Geographical Skills: Enquiry and Investigation
Geographical Skills: Fieldwork

Geographical Skills: Interpret a Range of Sources of Geographical Information
Geographical Skills: Communicate Geographical Information

 
 An understanding of which places are interdependent and interconnected and how much human and physical environments

are interrelated underpin geography teaching, both within and throughout each year group and phase. Fieldwork and other
geographical skills and techniques are linked to specific themes within each phase. Through studies of their local area, children

gain an extensive base of geographical knowledge and skills and develop a good understanding about current and
contemporary issues in society and the environment

 



Progress, measured against skills and knowledge, will show children have the opportunity to reach an
advanced and deep understanding of geographical concepts. 

When geography is taught to high level, children will be ready for the next phase in education and will
demonstrate this by eloquently articulating their knowledge and skills as young geographers.

Furthermore, children will have a secure understanding of where they are in the world and how we are
all interdependent and interconnected as well as how much human and physical environments are
interrelated.

Impact

Prior Learning (Flashback 4)
Children will review learning from previous lessons, days, units and years to
consolidate learning and ensure children know more and remember more. 

Direct Teaching (Let's Learn)
Children are taught the key concepts they need to succeed in the lesson. The

direct teaching will looking at primary and secondary sources and is designed to
impart key vocabulary and knowledge the children need to succeed.

 

Talk Task and Independent Task
Children are provided with a variety of independent, paired and group tasks to apply

their knowledge and use new vocabulary in context. Kagan strategies will be used at this
point to support understanding and mastery.

Plenary
Children's understanding of the knowledge taught in the lesson is assessed and progress
reviewed. Assessment for learning takes place throughout the lesson and this is used to

adapt future teaching and flash back questions.



Curriculum Overviews
Curriculum overviews are available to inform planning. They identify

which unit the object is covered within the curriculum with clearly
defined end points.  

The progression maps carefully maps the development of key ideas within a
strand from Y1 to Y6 ensuring that the learning journey is cohesive and that

each new element builds on the appropriate conceptual components.

Progression



Inclusion

All children access the Geography Curriculum. We teach to the top and scaffold down
using resources, adaptations and adult support to ensure all learners make progress.

 
Within the representation stage there is a systematic approach to the introduction of new
content which builds on prior learning and explicit links are made with the content that the

children have previously acquired.
 

The use of practical resources to represent the concept or method is vital within the
representation stage to ensure all children have conceptual understanding. 

 
The use of resources also support pupils who are less confident but a reliance on the use of

physical resources is to be avoided.
 
 

Assessment
Assessment  allows teachers to make live judgements about
children’s learning. Based on comprehensive knowledge and
skills framework, teachers assess, monitor, track, and report

Geography.


